NAME OF THE PROJECT *(Construction of two 6+2 classroom schools; one in Nawe Sara Kala Village of Sharana District of Paktika Province and one in Tange Yaqoub Village of Dara e Souf Payen District of Samangan Province)*

1. **Project background**

   *The objective of the construction of above mentioned two schools is to establish an educating facility for the children of the mentioned areas to get school education with all standard MoE requirements and facilities.*

2. **Location**

   *The location of one school is Paktika Province, Sharana district and the location for the other (second) school is Dara e Souf Payen districts of Samangan province.*

3. **Building/Construction description**

   *Each school consist of 6+2 classrooms.*

4. **Scope of Works (SoW)**

   *The rehabilitation work includes civil, sanitary, electrical and mechanical works. The civil part of the works includes but not limited to: Site preparation, foundation excavations, RCC and PCC works, masonry works, roof covering, and all other works that are either part of project designs, drawings or BoQ. The electrical part of works includes but not limited to: Outdoor and indoor lighting, ceiling fans, Power Cables, switches and all other works that are either mentioned in the project design documents, drawings or BOQ.*

5. **Duration of the Project (days)**

   *Duration of the main construction works is seven months while some small works like painting and glassing will be carried out six months after the completion of main construction works as per the accepted standard engineering practices. The remaining works and rectification of defects in the main construction building will be done after the first and second quarter of the subsequent year of construction.*
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